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ABSTRACT
Manned space s ta tio n s  planned fo r  the fu tu re  w i l l  e je c t f lu id s  
in to  the space environment. These ejected f lu id s  w i l l  form ice clouds 
which w i l l  remain in  the v ic in i ty  o f the spacecraft and could in te r ­
fe re  w ith o p tic a l instrum entation. In order to  study the dynamics o f 
water je ts  in  a space environment, a high vacuum system was modified 
to allow the in je c t io n  o f water in to  a vacuum region while maintaining 
a pressure below 10~^ to r r .  By the analysis o f high speed movie f i lm ,  
the v e lo c it ie s  o f the in d iv id u a l p a rtic le s  comprising the sprays formed 
by water in je c t in g  in to  a vacuum region were found as functions o f in ­
je c tio n  pressure, o r if ic e  geometry, and dissolved gas content o f the 
water. The freez ing  distances o f these p a rtic le s  were estimated exper­
im en ta lly  by observing the impingment o f the spray upon a metal p la te . 
The p a r t ic le  v e lo c it ie s  and freezing distances were then used to compute 
the freez ing  times. The l i te ra tu re  concerning analysis which would en­
able the th e o re tica l p red ic tio n  o f the times required fo r  a liq u id  drop 
to  evapora tive ly freeze under vacuum conditions was reviewed and ex­
tended and these re su lts  compared to  the experim entally determined 
tim es.
ix
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
During long duration space missions liq u id  wastes must be ejected 
from spacecrafts. The behavior o f liqu ids in a space environment be­
comes important because o f the p o s s ib ility  that ice clouds formed from 
the frozen liq u id  droplets could in te rfe re  with optical instrumentation 
and observation.
This investigation has attempted to define the behavior o f a water 
je t  in a vacuum. Major characteristics of such je ts  are the to ta l in ­
cluded cone angle o f the spray, the ve loc ities  o f the individual p a r t i­
cles comprising the spray, the size, shape, and d is tr ib u tio n  of such 
pa rtic les , the state o f the p a rtic le s , i .e .  whether they are liq u id  or 
so lid , and the to ta l volume flow ra te. The above characteristics are 
functions of at least two important parameters: the nature o f the
ejected f lu id —its  chemical and physical composition, and its  thermo­
dynamic properties; and the physics o f the in jec tion  process—o r if ic e  
size and geometry, and in jec tion  pressure and temperature.
The basic e ffec t of a vacuum environment on a liq u id  mass is  the 
evaporative cooling phenomena. When a single component liq u id  such as 
water is exposed to a vacuum, evaporation occurs rap id ly , often eruptive ly , 
due to the driv ing force of the pressure d iffe re n tia l between the t f ip le  
point pressure o f the liq u id  and the almost zero ambient pressure of the 
vacuum. As the evaporation proceeds at a rate proporational to th is  
pressure d iffe re n tia l the liq u id  is cooled because the la ten t heat of 
evaporation is  supplied almost e n tire ly  by the sensible heat o f the 
liq u id . The liq u id  continues cooling and eventually freezes as the la ten t 
heat o f fusion is  removed. The evaporation or sublimation occurs at a
1
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2decreasing rate as the temperature of the so lid  continues dropping.
When the heat carried away by sublimation is  balanced by the incoming 
radiation or other heat f lu x ,  the so lid  w i l l  sublime away at a constant 
temperature.
This investiga tion 's  accomplishments are in three areas. F irs t; 
a review and c ritiqu e  o f the lite ra tu re  has been made. In one case an 
extension o f previous work which established a mathematical model o f 
the freezing process o f liq u id  drops in a vacuum environment was under­
taken. Second; ex isting equipment was modified and new equipment con­
structed to provide the necessary experimental apparatus. Third; the 
volume flow ra te, the to ta l included cone angle, the average individual 
p a rtic le  ve lo c ity , and the droplet freezing time o f water sprays in a 
vacuum environment were established experimentally. The parameters 
which were varied included the dissolved gas content o f the water, the 
in jec tion  pressure, and the o r if ic e  geometry.
I t  w i l l  be demonstrated both a n a ly tica lly  and experimentally that 
the volume flow rate and the average individual p a rtic le  ve locity  are 
proportional to the square root o f the in jec tion  pressure. The freezing 
times o f the water sprays are more d i f f ic u l t  to establish. I t  w ill be 
shown that the freezing time of a liq u id  droplet in a vacuum environ­
ment is a function of the droplet size, its  in i t ia l  temperature, and 
some thermodynamic properties o f the liq u id . Thus the mathematical 
prediction of freezing times or the corre lation o f experimentally 
measured freezing times must have the in i t ia l  droplet size and tempera­
ture as parameters. Some work in the lite ra tu re  has been reviewed and 
presented concerning the prediction of droplet sizes produced in the 
breakup o f liq u id  je ts . The droplet sizes in some sprays studied in the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3course of th is  investigation were measured experimentally by a d ire c t 
photographic analysis o f the sprays. The freezing times o f the liq u id  
droplets comprising the sprays could not be measured d ire c tly . The 
freezing distance could be estimated however by observing the interaction 
o f the spray with a metal p la te. Then knowing the freezing distances of 
the partic les in the sprays and knowing the ve locities of these pa rtic le s , 
the freezing times followed d ire c tly .
Therefore the average ind ividual pa rtic le  ve locities were necessary 
fo r  obtaining the freezing times o f the droplets in the sprays. These 
freezing times were also related to the in i t ia l  droplet size which was 
estimated from d irec t measurements from the high speed movie film . These 
experimentally determined freezing times could then be compared with the 
freezing times predicted from mathematical models o f the freezing process 
fo r droplets of equivalent in i t ia l  diameters and properties. S pecifica lly , 
both theoretical and experimental work indicates that the droplet size 
fo r  sprays produced by geometries used in th is  investigation should be 
on the order o f magnitude o f one thousand microns. Heat transfe r ca l­
culations indicate the freezing time fo r a one thousand micron diameter 
drop should be between th ir ty  and three hundred-thirty milliseconds. 
Experimental measurements indicate the freezing time of such drops is 
one hundred milliseconds.
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CHAPTER I I
L ite ra ture Review
A report by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Reference 1, in 
1949 appears to contain the e a rlie s t experimental observation of the 
behavior o f a liq u id  stream injected in to  a low pressure chamber.
A 0.14 inch diameter stream of carbon te trach lo ride  was injected in to  
a lu c ite  chamber evacuated to pressures between one tenth and ten 
inches of mercury. The temperature o f the carbon tetrach loride was 
controlled p r io r to in jec tion  thus con tro lling  the vapor pressure 
o f the in jected liq u id  during the in jec tion  process. The spray 
produced when the liq u id  was in jected in to  the low pressure chamber 
was photographed with a high-speed camera. The included spray-cone 
angle and the chamber pressure increase due to the vaporizing carbon 
te trach lo ride  were measured as functions o f the vapor pressure of 
the carbon te trach lo ride  at in je c tio n , the in i t ia l  chamber pressure, 
the presure drop across the in jec tion  o r if ic e ,  and the distance from 
the control valve to the in jec tion  o r if ic e . I t  was found that the 
degree of d is in tegration was prim arily  a function o f the vapor 
pressure and chamber pressure with the in jec tion  pressure having only 
a secondary e ffe c t and the distance from the flow control valve to 
the o r if ic e  having no noticeable e ffe c t. I t  was reported that the 
spray and the cone angle fluctuated during a run. I t  was also observed 
tha t the spray consisted of two parts: a dense and fa i r ly  well defined
central cone; and a region o f fine  mist surrounding the central cone. 
The fluc tu a tion  o f the liq u id  je t  and to some extent the structure o f 
the spray cone were observed during the course o f the present in v e s ti­
gation using water as the in jected f lu id .  An expression giving the
4
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5re la tion  between the included angle o f the spray cone and the in jec tion  
parameters was derived. I t  was assumed that the rate o f evaporation 
of the liq u id  stream was d ire c tly  proportional to the difference be­
tween the vapor pressure and the chamber pressure and inversely propor­
tional to the chamber pressure. I t  was assumed that the la te ra l 
ve loc ity  component was proportional to the evaporation rate and the 
axial components were proportional to the one h a lf power o f the pres­
sure drop experienced by the liq u id  during in jec tio n . The expression 
fo r the included cone angle then becomes
P - P
tan = A V ,  ..............................
To correlate the experimentally measured values the above equation was 
em pirically developed in to  the more complex form
tan - j p  = 0.56 £(n2 + 1) (Pc/P. - Pc/Pv ) " ]  2,22 . . I I -2  
30P
and n =
Pa
An early experiment which exposed a large bulk sample o f water to a 
very low pressure environment was the Saturn High Water Experiment 
reported in  Reference 2. This experiment was conducted on A pril 25, 
1962. The f i r s t  four f l ig h ts  o f the Saturn space vehicle were to have 
been tests o f the f i r s t  stage only. The second and th ird  stages were 
in e r t,  carrying tanks o f water fo r ba lla s t. During the SA-2 f l ig h t  
a fte r the primary vehicle tests were completed the ba llas t tanks 
holding the water were ruptured explosively at an a ltitude  o f
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
one hundred-five kilometers suddenly exposing e ighty-s ix  thousand 
kilograms of water to the low pressure environment o f the lower iono­
sphere. Water bo ils explosively under such conditions and the evapo­
ra tion cools the remaining liq u id  forming a cloud o f fine  ice pa rtic les . 
The cloud development was recorded photographically and tracked by 
radar while radio frequency noises generated by the developing cloud 
were monitored. The cloud expanded rap id ly , reaching a diameter of 
approximately ten kilometers in about three seconds. P rior to the 
Saturn experiment some prelim inary work was accomplished. A Nike-Cajun 
rocket was f ire d  from Wallops Island and carried twenty kilograms of 
water in a tra jec to ry  simulating that o f the Saturn. In laboratory 
experiments a t the Marshall Center and at Chance-Vought some v ia ls  o f 
water were broken in vacuum chambers and high speed movies were made 
of the resu lting  ice formations.
Some early investigators were concerned with problems related to 
ice blockage o f discharge ports when a liq u id  is  injected in to  an envi­
ronment where the ambient pressure is below the t r ip le  point pressure 
o f the liq u id . At pressures below the t r ip le  point o f a substance 
the stable phases are solids and vapors; hence, a liq u id  discharging 
in to  a vaccum w il l  p a r t ia lly  vaporize causing freezing o f the remaining 
liq u id  and w il l  cool the discharge o r if ic e  and the surrounding area.
As the cooling e ffe c t lowers the temperature of the discharge line  below 
the freezing point o f the discharging liq u id , ice or other so lid  fo r­
mations begin growing and clod or block the discharge. The follow ing 
two papers report investigations in to  th is  problem.
In a paper by Mann and S ta ll,  Reference 3, a report o f an in v e s ti­
gation to determine the conditions necessary fo r preventing freezing
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
7o f an a ll water discharge and an air-water mixture was given. D if­
ferent ic ing phenomena were associated with each of the two cases.
I t  was reported tha t an a ll water discharge could be vented successfully 
by using a small o r if ic e  nozzle thereby keeping flow ve loc ities  large.
I t  was also important fo r  the nozzle to be sharp and burr free. I f  
the nozzle had a burr, an ic ic le  would grow in the d irection  o f flow 
and the nozzle would subsequently freeze. A dd itiona lly  i t  was found 
tha t the shu t-o ff valve should be located close to the nozzle, reducing 
residual water in  the system. Excessive water had a tendency to dribble 
out and freeze. By holding residual water to a minimum, successful 
s ta rting  and stopping was achieved repeatedly. The material from 
which the nozzles were constructed made no s ig n ifica n t difference. A 
f i f t y - f i f t y  mixture o f a ir  and water proved more d i f f ic u l t  to discharge 
successfully. .The d iffe re n t e x it ve loc ities  o f a ir  and water caused a 
divergent spray and the spray evaporating from the outside edge of 
the nozzle produced a considerable cooling e ffe c t which exceeded the 
heating capacity o f the incoming a ir-w ater mixture and therefore led 
to rapid ic ing . I t  was estimated that a four-tenths pound per minute 
flow rate o f such a f i f t y - f i f t y  mixture produced a cooling e ffec t 
equivalent to f i f t y  watts. To discharge an a ir-w ater mixture, a 
needle shu t-o ff valve and an a ir  wipe on the nozzle surface was used 
successfully. I t  was also f e l t  that a properly designed heater would 
prevent ice build-up. In the course o f the investigation the in i t ia l  
temperature o f the injected water was varied with the e ffe c t tha t 
water injected a t one hundred twenty-five degrees Fahrenheit produced 
a greater breakup and a larger included cone angle than water injected 
at fo rty -e ig h t degrees Fahrenheit.
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8The second report presenting work concerned with the freezing 
problem was by Dawley o f the Boeing Company, Reference 4. This in ­
vestigation had three stated objectives: to confirm the fac t that
there exists a problem o f flow stoppage due to freezing; to determine 
the e ffects o f flow rates, water temperatures, and in i t ia l  nozzle t ip  
temperatures on nozzle performance; and to record the ice formations 
photographically. The investigation was conducted in  a space simu­
la tio n  chamber equipped with liq u id  nitrogen cooled cryoplates.
Chamber pressure was consistently maintained below one tenth m i l l i ­
meter o f mercury. Four d iffe re n t nozzles were tested. Three were 
basica lly  stainless steel tubes brased to a four inch diameter, 0.062 
inch th ick mounting flange. Nozzles one and two were three-eights 
inches in diameter and the th ird  was three-sixteenths inch in diameter. 
The discharge opening was machined to a sharp corner and polished 
smooth. The fourth nozzle was a converging nozzle with a one-tenth 
inch diameter throat. Plain tap water was used throughout the in ­
vestigation except fo r  three runs, in  which d is t i l le d  water was used, 
w ithout any detectable d ifference. The water was injected at a 
constant pressure fo r a ll runs. The in i t ia l  water temperature, the 
water flow ra te, and the in i t ia l  nozzle t ip  temperature were the 
variables. In i t ia l  water temperatures ranged from fo r ty  to one 
hundred s ix ty  degrees Fahrenheit and the in i t ia l  nozzle t ip  temperature 
was varied from minus one hundred twenty-five to plus two hundred 
f i f t y  degrees Fahrenheit.
I t  was reported that ice cone formations were common. The ice 
cones would e ithe r fa l l  o f f  a fte r reaching a certain s ize, or they 
would deform a t the outer edges and deteriorate in to  a globular form
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9of ice. I t  was noted that ice cone formation when i t  occurred was 
rapid, requiring only a few seconds. The results o f nozzles one, two, 
and three were very s im ila r. From observations re la ting  to the flow 
blockage problem the fo llow ing conclusions were drawn: Low water and
in i t ia l  nozzle t ip  temperatures led to the most flow stoppages and 
thus should be avoided; short infrequent periods o f expulsion with 
high flow rates are preferable to steady or fluctua ting  low flow rates; 
the area immediately surrounding the nozzle should be smooth and de­
signed to minimize ice adherence or build-up.
A report by the Brown Engineering Company's Research Laboratories, 
Reference 5, considers work which has been done to determine the size 
o f drops formed from je ts  and rocket plumes and the expected life tim es 
of ice spheres in  a space environment. I t  was pointed out in th is  re­
port that a the o re tica lly  stable drop size can be computed by assuming 
the only forces acting on a liq u id  mass are the surface tension and 
a pressure force across the liq u id  surface due to vapor pressure. Drop 
fracture is  expected to occur u n til the drop is  o f such size that these 
forces balance. For water the stable diameter is  th ir ty  microns. In 
the actual case, the liq u id  mass w il l  cool and fracture simultaneously 
resu lting  in larger diameter partic les as fractu ring  stops when the 
liq u id  mass has frozen. Thermal equilibrium  calculations fo r  spherical 
ice pa rtic les  indicated th e ir  expected life tim e  is  d ire c tly  proportional 
to th e ir  diameter.
The most comprehensive report to date seems to be the A tlan tic  
Research Corporation report by Simmons, G if t ,  and Markels lis te d  as 
Reference 6. Both experimental and analytica l work was presented. The 
experimental e f fo r t  involved three types of experiments which yielded
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
essentia lly  descriptive resu lts . The f i r s t  type o f test was a s ta tic  
exposure tes t in which a bulk quantity o f liq u id  was suddenly exposed 
to the vacuum environment as might be caused by the rupture o f tankage. 
The second type of tes t studied the leakage of liq u id  through seals 
and tin y  holes such as would be caused by a micrometeoroid puncture.
The th ird  type o f te s t was concerned with venting liq u id  through a 
pipe in to  a vacuum. In connection with the leakage experiments, 
special measurements were made to characterize the properties o f sprays 
created by the self-d ispersal of the leaking liq u id . The theoretical 
e f fo r t  involved a general analysis to delineate the contributing phenom 
ena and an analysis o f the evaporation, cooling and freezing mechanisms 
The s ta t ic  tests involved exposing bulk samples of five  liqu ids 
(water, ethyl alcohol, ethyl alcohol-water m ixture, RP-1 fu e l, and 
liq u id  nitrogen) to vacuum conditions and observing pressure, tempera­
tu re , and mass loss. The s ta t ic  tes t procedure consisted o f placing 
one thousand cubic centimenters o f a liq u id  sample in a beaker which 
was placed in a sealed container in the vacuum chamber, and then 
pumping the chamber down to a pressure o f about twenty microns of mer­
cury. The container was equipped with an o r if ic e  o f variable size 
which could be remotely opened. Thus the liq u id  sample could suddenly 
be exposed to vacuum. The rate o f ambient pressure drop which the 
liq u id  sample experienced could be controlled with the variable o r if ic e  
When exposed to vacuum the liqu ids  boiled with a violence which de­
pended on the rate o f pressure drop. With very large rates o f pressure 
drop, bo iling  was so v io len t that a quantity o f liq u id  (s ix ty - f iv e  to 
e ig h ty -five  percent) was expelled from the beaker. The surface of 
the water sample froze, requiring s ix  seconds w ith the larger rate o f
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pressure drop and s ix  minutes with the smaller. A dense cloud o f vapor 
or perhaps a mist o f liq u id  rose from the surface o f the liq u id  n itro ­
gen sample simultaneously with the exposure to vacuum. This was 
followed immediately by v io len t bo iling  at the top o f the liq u id . 
Typical results fo r  water indicate tha t both the temperature and the 
weight o f the liq u id  mass begin fa ll in g  steeply approximately one-half 
second a fte r exposure to vacuum. The weight loss slows quickly as the 
freezing temperature o f the liq u id  mass is approached.
The vent lin e  tests were conducted with an apparatus consisting 
of a vent lin e  terminated by a solenoid valve followed by a twelve-inch 
Pyrex tube. Three tube configurations were used: a s tra igh t tube; a
tube with a ninety degree bend; and a tube with a one hundred eighty 
degree bend. The radius o f the bends was about two inches and the 
diameters o f the tubes were e ithe r three-eights or one-half inch. A 
three s ix ty -fou rths  inch diameter o r if ic e  was put in to  the line  to 
l im it  the flow to tha t which could be handled by the pumping system. 
Seven liqu ids were used in these tes ts . They were water, hydrogen 
peroxide, nitrogen te trox ide , a one to one mixture of hydrozine and 
UDMH, liq u id  hydrogen, liq u id  oxygen, and liq u id  nitrogen. The liqu ids 
discharged from the tubes in sprays of pa rtic les and vapors. The 
various liqu ids  produced d iffe re n t types o f so lid  formations on the 
end of the discharge tube due to the ejected liqu ids freezing. Water 
formed a large hollow mass on the end o f the discharge tube and liq u id  
squirted from weak spots in the sides. Liquid hydrogen and liq u id  
nitrogen discharges simply formed tubular structures from one-eighth 
to one-quarter inch long which were in e ffe c t a continuation o f the 
discharge tube. Apparently because of i ts  low t r ip le  point pressure,
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the liq u id  oxygen discharge created spectacular so lid  formations, 
growing in a manner lik e  a budding flower. These formations would 
grow u n til broken o f f  by g rav ity , the force o f flow , or a weakening 
of the solid-glass in terface by sublimation. A new formation would 
begin growing as soon as the old one had broken away. Flow stoppage 
by plugging was a problem only w ith water. Since water expands when 
frozen, a secure plug could be formed in  the lin e . The other liqu ids  
also formed plugs, but as they contracted on freezing, the plugs could 
not become well seated in  the line  and could easily  be blown out. The 
solids formed in  the lin e  by the cryogens soon sublimed away. Thus 
flow blockage due to freezing would appear to be a problem only fo r 
water or other substances which expand on freezing. The report sug­
gested that the growth o f so lid  formations on the ends of discharge 
tubes could be reduced or prevented by preventing the surface of the 
discharge tube from being wetted by the discharging liq u id . High 
liq u id  discharge ve loc ities  would also tend to prevent so lid  buildup 
on the end o f the discharge tube.
The leak tests consisted o f allowing liqu ids  to flow through 
d r il le d  holes or leaky gaskets in to  a vacuum. Observations were made 
to characterize the flow patterns and to evaluate the p o s s ib ility  o f 
leak stoppage by the formation o f evaporatively frozen plugs. The 
apparatus fo r  conducting the o r if ic e  leak tests consisted o f cy lind rica l 
tanks s ix  inches in  diameter and twenty four inches long in to  the sides 
o f which leak holes were d r il le d . Two tanks were used, a tank con­
structed of 0.05 inch th ick  stainless steel and another constructed of 
one-tenth inch th ick  aluminum. The diameters o f the leak holes d r il le d  
in to  the stainless steel tank were 0.0014, 0.0073, 0.014, 0.020, 
and 0.0518 inches. A 0.020 inch diameter hole was d r ille d  in to
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the side o f the aluminum tank. Flow was started and stopped by 
ro llin g  a rubber or te flon  covered wheel across or away from the holes. 
The tank was suspended from a beam balance system and mass flow rate 
measurements were made. Liquids used in th is  phase o f the in ve s ti­
gation were water, hydrogen peroxide, nitrogen te trox ide , a one to one 
mixture by volume o f hydrazine and UDMH (unsymmetrical dimethyl 
hydrazine) and three cryogens, liq u id  hydrogen, liq u id  nitrogen, and 
liq u id  oxygen.
In general i t  was observed tha t liqu ids  with low vapor pressures 
such as water discharge as p e n c il- like  je ts . Liquids with higher vapor 
pressures such as nitrogen tetroxide discharged in  cy lind rica l je ts  
near the o r if ic e  but soon dispersed in to  a spray o f vapor and frozen 
p a rtic le s , presumably due to bo ilin g . Saturated liqu ids boiled in 
the leak holes with vapor and liq u id  or frozen pa rtic les  spraying in 
a ll d irections from the o r if ic e . Mass flows through leak holes in to  
a vacuum were never greater and were usually less than those fo r  d is­
charge in to  a normal atmosphere. More d ras tic , the vacuum caused 
v o la tile  liqu ids to bo il in  both leak holes and vent lin e s , with the 
simultaneous flow o f the less dense vapor and liq u id  producing a lower 
than normal mass flow rate. In leak holes the vacuum caused the vena 
contracta flow regime to occur a t a Reynolds number lower than normal. 
Also freezing can occur in  the hole under suitable conditions, re­
ducing or completely stopping the flow of liq u id  by the so lid  formed. 
Complete stoppage was observed only fo r  very tin y  leaks. A discussion 
was presented which delineated the conditions which must ex is t fo r 
blockage of flow from leaks by evaporatively frozen plugs. B r ie fly , 
two conditions must e x is t. F irs t, conditions must be such that the
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temperature o f the plug-hole juncture is  s u ff ic ie n tly  low to prevent 
melting or evaporation. Second, the evaporative freezing ve loc ity  o f 
the liq u id  must be greater than the in i t ia l  flow ve loc ity . The evapo­
ra tive  freezing ve loc ity  is less than f i f t y  centimeters per second fo r 
most liqu id s .
P artic le  size and ve loc ities  were determined by a s tra ig h t photo­
graphic approach. Considering the discussion in th is  report and expe­
rience gained in  the current program, obtaining successful results 
photographically depends upon the lig h tin g  arrangement used. F irs t 
sixteen m illim eter high speed motion pictures o f a water je t  were 
taken. The spray was lighted by a narrow beam o f l ig h t  produced by 
a cy lin d rica l lens and arranged so the beam would traverse the axis of 
the spray cone. Hence only drops moving very nearly para lle l to the 
plane o f the f ilm  would be photographed and meaningful ve loc ity  mea­
surements made. Unfortunately only s ix drops could be tracked and the 
greatest distance over which a drop was tracked was one inch. The 
d i f f ic u l ty  seemed to arise because the pa rtic les  forming the spray were 
irre g u la r and ro ta ting . This caused great variations in the amount of 
l ig h t  reflected by the drops and thus recorded on the film  and hence 
the pa rtic les  seemed to appear and disappear. Therefore the motion 
p icture work was abandoned in favor o f s t i l l  pictures and an electronic 
flash . With th is  arrangement the spray pa rtic les  recorded as streaks 
or as a series o f dots. The lig h tin g  arrangement was the same as 
used fo r the high speed movies except the source was now a flash tube. 
The problem with th is  arrangement was determining the e ffec tive  flash 
duration, tha t is the to ta l length o f time there is  s u ff ic ie n t i l l u ­
mination fo r  a pa rtic le  image to reg is te r on the film . I t  was concluded
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tha t the procedure used in measuring th is flash duration probably 
lead to an uncertainty o f plus two hundred percent o f the velocity 
measurements. Nevertheless the ve loc ities o f a number o f drops of 
various liqu id s  in  sprays under in jec tion  pressures o f f i f t y  and 
fif te e n  pounds per square inch absolute were measured. A comparison 
o f these ve loc ities  and those measured in th is  current work w ill be 
given in a subsequent chapter.
The size o f the partic les in the sprays was found by comparing 
the image size o f the partic les to the image size o f glass beads of 
known diameter. In the liq u id  oxygen sprays p a rtic le  diameters were 
found to vary from fo r ty  microns to almost f i f t y  microns. For water 
the varia tion was from fo r ty  to three hundred seventy microns.
The determination o f whether the spray partic les were liq u id  or 
so lid  was attempted by le tt in g  the spray impinge upon a f la t  plate.
I f  the pa rtic les  bounced o f f  the plate they were assumed to be frozen; 
i f  they splattered and so lid  accumulated on the p la te , the partic les 
were assumed to be liq u id . This experiment was performed with sprays 
o f water, hydrogen peroxide, nitrogen te troxide , a hydrazine-UDMH 
mixture, and three cryogens. The results indicated tha t the water 
spray at a ll discharge rates from the 0.05 inch diameter hole had not 
frozen w ith in  th irty-seven centimeters of the o r if ic e  (th irty-seven 
centimeters was the maximum range o f movement o f the p la te ). The 
freezing distances o f the nitrogen tetroxide and hydrazine-UDMH mixture 
depended on the discharge ra te, tha t is  the discharge pressure. For 
low discharge rates the sprays froze almost as soon as they formed; fo r 
higher discharge rates several centimeters were required fo r the spray 
to freeze. I t  should be observed here that i f  the freezing time is
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assumed constant the higher ve loc ities  associated w ith the higher d is­
charge rates and pressures would imply longer freezing distances, con­
s is ten t with the above observation. The liq u id  hydrogen and liq u id  
nitrogen sprays froze as they le f t  the o r if ic e  fo r a ll discharge rates 
tested. A few or none o f the partic les in the liq u id  oxygen spray 
were frozen at one centimeter from the o r if ic e ;  however, most a ll 
were frozen w ith in  eight centimeters o f the o r if ic e .
A detailed theoretical analysis o f the evaporative cooling and 
freezing phenomena associated with an a ll liq u id  mass in  an environment 
where the ambient pressure is  lower than the t r ip le  point pressure of 
the liq u id  was presented in th is  report. Under such conditions the 
in i t ia l  rate o f evaporation is great and consequently the associated 
heat f lu x , caused by the removal o f the la te n t heat o f vaporization, 
is also very great. Such heat fluxes are several orders o f magnitude 
greater than the radiation f lu x  or other external heat fluxes to the 
drops. Therefore the energy consumed by the evaporation (and by the 
dispersion of the liq u id  mass by eruptive bo iling ) must be supplied 
by the sensible heat o f the liq u id , and as a resu lt the liq u id  cools 
and freezes. The cooling times of these liq u id  masses may be ca l­
culated by applying a heat balance to the evaporating mass. F irs t the 
mechanism o f heat transport w ith in  the liq u id  mass must be considered. 
Two lim it in g  cases e x is t; the heat may be transported by conduction 
or by convection. I f  the liq u id  mass is  quiescent and in  a free fa l l  
condition such as would be the case in a space environment convection 
currents could not e x is t. However fo r drops produced by bo iling  or 
other mechanical action or fo r irre g u la rly  shaped drops ro ta ting  and 
thereby producing centrifuga l force f ie ld s , large thermal convection
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currents could e x is t. I f  th is  is  the case a uniform temperature pro­
f i l e  w i l l  e x is t in the liq u id  mass. The former case is  considered in 
the A tlan tic  Report in  de ta il and the second case in a report by Gayle 
and others, Reference 7. The results presented by Gayle were lim ited 
to a very small drop size o f one micron or so. Therefore the mathe­
matical model resulting from the assumption o f in f in ite  thermal con­
du c tiv ity  (large convective currents) was developed in  a somewhat 
d iffe re n t manner than in Reference 6 and extended to large size drops. 
This work is  presented in  the follow ing chapter and compared to the 
results obtained in Reference 7 and the results obtained by using a 
f in i te  thermal conductivity model in  Reference 6 (A tlan tic  Report).
In e ith e r o f the models the heat f lu x , Jn, a t the drop surface 
is  equal to the evaporative mass flu x  Jm times the heat o f vaporization.
Jn = xv 7m .................................................. 11-3
The evaporative mass f lu x  vector Jm may be found from consid­
erations o f the k ine tic  theory o f gases and evaporation k ine tics . The 
mass evaporative f lu x  from any surface is  given by two lim itin g  cases 
depending upon whether the flow o f vapor from the surface is continuum 
or molecular. The continuum flow regime results from high vaporization 
rates and great non-uniformity o f the ve loc ity  vector d is tr ib u tio n s .
Thus i t  is  generally the condition occurring during the evaporative
cooling and freezing processes. In th is  case the evaporative molecular
flu x  is  given by the Hertz-Knudsen equation
1m _ ot7n ................................................................  1 1 - 4Jm = - g -
The mass flu x  is  the molecular f lu x  times the molecular weight o f the 
evaporating substance.
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Now a b r ie f ou tline  o f the development o f the f in i te  thermal 
conductivity model o f the evaporative cooling and freezing process as 
presented in  the A tla n tic  Report (Reference 6) w i l l  be given. The 
temperature d is tr ib u tio n  in the liq u id  mass was found by solving the 
unsteady-state heat conduction equation
3(pH) = div(K grad T) .......................  n _5
at
The in i t ia l  temperature d is tr ib u tio n  o f the liq u id  mass was 
assumed to be uniform
At t  = o, T = Tq
The f i r s t  boundary condition was given by setting the conductive heat 
f lu x  to the surface equal to the evaporative heat f lu x  away from the 
surface
-K grad T = Jn ...................  11-6
Evaporation results in regression o f the liq u id  surface and the problem 
becomes a moving boundary problem. A mass balance a t the exact surface 
gives a second boundary condition. A th ird  boundary condition is 
obtained when the geometry o f the liq u id  mass is  specified. Two geo­
metries were considered in th is  report: a spherical geometry and a
sem i-in fin ite  slab. The complexity o f the mathematical problem pre­
cluded an exact solution and several assumptions were introduced to 
make the problem tractab le . Some cooling times predicted by th is  
model w il l  be presented in the follow ing chapter.
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The mathematical formulation o f the freezing process proceeds 
in a manner s im ila r to that o f the cooling process. With the center 
o f the drop remaining the warmest spot, the en tire  drop cools u n til 
the surface begins to freeze a t the t r ip le  po int. A spherical shell 
o f ice then forms at the surface and the liq u id -s o lid  interface 
moves toward the drop's center u n til the en tire  drop is  frozen. Thus 
the unsteady heat conduction equation must be w ritten  in th is  case 
fo r two regions, the liq u id  region w ith in  the center core o f the 
drop, and the frozen or ice region forming an outer she ll. The 
boundary between the two regions moves toward the center of the drop 
as evaporation continues at the surface. This leads to an extremely 
complex problem mathematically; nevertheless, the problem was attacked 
and solved numerically. Some o f the results obtained in  th is  manner 
are presented in the fo llow ing chapter.
In order to complete the analysis, the drop size produced by 
the breakup o f the je ts  must be established. This information is 
required in the calculations described in the above paragraphs. The 
surface energy o f a je t  discharging in to  a vacuum from a smooth round 
hole is not at a minimum so tha t there is  a driv ing  force to convert 
the liq u id  to a spherical shape. Any minute disturbances, as produced 
by imperfections in  the sides o f the holes, w il l  create longitudinal 
and circum ferentia l wave motion on the je t  surface. The longitudinal 
waves, driven by the surface forces, cause the je t  to break up. For 
liqu ids  o f low v iscos ity , Levich, Reference 8, shows tha t the waves 
w ith a long wave length re la tive  to the je t  radius are responsible fo r 
je t  breakup. The shorter waves are damped out exponentially by the 
v iscos ity  o f the liq u id . The amplitudes o f the long waves, however,
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increase exponentially w ith time and the rate o f increase has a very 
sharp maximum with respect to wave length. The wave length corre­
sponding to th is  maximum is  proportional only to  the je t  radius. 
Therefore the je t  breaks up in to  segments whose lengths are approx­
imately equal to the above wave length. By equating the volume of 
a sphere to the volume o f cylinder whose diameter is  the je t  radius 
and whose length is the above maximum wave length the diameter o f 
the drops produced by je t  breakup due to surface forces is found to 
be simply
D = 3.8RQ . .................................. 11-7
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CHAPTER I I I
Theoretical Analysis Of The Evaporative 
Freezing Of Water Drops In A Vacuum
In th is  chapter the evaporative cooling and freezing o f a spherical 
mass o f water in a vacuum environment w il l  be investigated mathematically. 
Expressions giving the to ta l cooling and freezing times of a water drop 
under such conditions w ill be derived and the influence of drop diameter, 
in i t ia l  temperature, and the evaporation coe ffic ie n t w il l  be developed. 
The driv ing  force in the evaporative cooling and freezing process is the 
pressure d iffe re n tia l between the t r ip le  point pressure of water and the 
essentia lly  zero pressure of the vacuum. I t  is  assumed tha t the la ten t 
heat o f vaporization and fusion is  supplied by the sensible heat o f the 
water. Thus the evaporation and la te r  the sublimation process causes 
the transport o f both mass and heat from the drop. Since the drop is  in 
a vacuum environment there is  no heat transported to the drop by con­
duction or convection. The rad ia tive transfe r may be assumed to be 
essentia lly  zero as the drops were very small and therefore the surface 
area was extremely small and the times required fo r  cooling and freezing 
w il l  be seen to require only a frac tion  o f a second.
Now a heat balance fo r a spherical drop in a space environment 
w il l  be considered. As noted above a heat flu x  normal to and directed 
away from the drop surface exists at the drop surface. The heat thus 
transported away from the drop must be supplied by the sensible heat 
o f the liq u id  mass comprising the drop. Therefore the nature o f the 
heat transport w ith in the drop must be examined. As discussed in the 
preceding chapter, two lim it in g  cases o f heat transport w ith in the drop 
appear. I t  may be assumed that heat is  transported to the surface of 
the drop from the in te r io r  by conduction. As seen in the la s t chapter,
21
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the problem has been solved under th is  assumption and the solution 
presented in Reference 6. The second assumption is tha t strong con­
vection currents e x is t in  the drop and heat is transported essentia lly  
instantaneously from the in te r io r  to the surface. This is  equivalent 
to assuming in f in ite  thermal conductivity. This assumption is probably 
approached by drops produced in je t  breakup by eruptive bo ilin g  or 
turbulent e ffec ts . As seen in the la s t chapter the problem has been 
solved under th is  assumption in  Reference 6; however, the results were 
only presented fo r  drops o f one micron diameter. Both theoretical 
considerations and experimental evidence suggest drop sizes of one 
thousand microns are more reasonable. Therefore the solu tion w il l  be 
redeveloped in th is  chapter. Although the fundamental approach used in 
th is  chapter and in Reference 6 is the same, the method o f solution is 
quite d iffe re n t and some inform ative, e x p lic it  expressions fo r freezing 
times are presented in  th is  chapter. When the results o f s im ila r cases 
are compared between th is  work and Reference 6, i t  is  seen that the 
results are id e n tica l.
The molecular flu x  at a free surface per u n it o f surface area is 
given by the Hertz-Knudsen equation.
Je = j  n v ................................................................m - i
where
111-2
and from s ta t is t ic a l thermodynamics
p = nkT I I 1-3
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substitu ting  equations I I I - 2  and I I 1-3 in to  equation I I 1-1
*  -  #  I t  ( I t )  ' /2 I I 1-4
The mass flu x  leaving the drop is  found by m ultip ly ing the above equation 
by the mass per molecule, m, and the surface area o f the drop, s
The value o f k is known and since the drop is  assumed to consist o f water 
the value of m is  fixed . Making these substitu tions
Equations I I 1-7 and I I 1-8 can be combined to  express S in terms of m 
and the resu lt substituted in to  equation I I I -6 ye ild ing
Equation I I 1-9 gives the rate o f change of the drop's mass as a function 
of the current drop mass. I t  is  also a function o f the current temper­
ature, vapor pressure, and density o f the water comprising the drop.
The vapor pressure and density o f water are known but complicated func­
tions o f temperature. The temperature in turn is  a function o f time 
during the cooling process. However when the drop temperature reaches 
th ir ty -tw o  degrees Fahrenheit, the temperature remains constant during
111 - 5
- (1.855) 10"4 (opS) T " 1/2 111-6
Since
S = 4 irr.2 I I 1-7
and
M = p Trr3 111-8
^  = -  ( 8 . 9 5 )  10"4 (otp) T -1/2 ( M } 2/3P . . I l l - 9
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the freezing process while the la ten t heat o f fusion is  removed from 
the drop. The vapor pressure and density w il l  also remain constant 
during th is  time. Therefore the drop mass is  a function of time only 
and the variables in equation I I I -9 may be separated and the equation 
integrated. Neglecting the cooling process fo r  the moment, i t  w il l 
be assumed that the drop temperature has ju s t reached th irty -tw o  de­
grees Fahrenheit and equation I I I -9 w il l  now be integrated fo r the 
freezing process.
M"2/3 dM = - (8.95) 10“ 4 apT"1/2 (p )"2/3 ...............  111-10
The in i t ia l  conditions are
at t  = 0, M = M. is here the mass of the drop at 32 F
So
3M1/3 = - (8.95) 10"4 apT"1/2 (p )“ 2/3 t  + C . . . I I I - l l
Applying the in i t ia l  conditions
M = ^ M ^ 3 - (2.98) 10"4 apT"1/2 (p )"2/3 t j  3 . . 111-12
The loss o f mass of a spherical drop a fte r a time, t ,  is
AM = M . - M ....................................................................... 111-13
or
AM = M. M. 1/3 - (2.98) 10'4 apT“ 1/2 (p )"2/3 t . 111-14
The energy transported away from a drop in time, t ,  is  the above mass 1
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times the la te n t heat o f vaporization, A
Q = A a M ..........................................................................111-15
v v
The heat o f fusion which must be transported away from the drop before 
freezing occurs is
Qf  = AfM .......................................................................111-16
I t  is  assumed the trans ition  of liq u id  to ice occurs when the heat carried 
away by the evaporative flu x  equals the heat o f fusion o f the remaining 
liq u id . I t  is  therefore assumed no supercooling occurs
111-1 7
Substituting equation 111-14 into 111-15 and equation 111-12 in to  111-16 
and then substitu ting equation I I I - 15 and 111-16 in I I I -17 gives
3
M. - M.j1/3- (2.98) 10“ 4 apT"1/2 (p ) " 2/3 t ]
M.1/3 - (2.98) 10"4 apT'1/2 (p) ' 2/3 . . 111 -18
Solving equation I I I -18 fo r t
L 3360 1 1 - 1 1 * r ; ) ~ 1 /3 l  » , 1 / 3 t 1 / 2  p 2 / 3
ccp
But
111 -19
Mi = p 4/3 irR-l I I I -20
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and and substitu ting  fo r Mi
t X, V '/3 ]  dT1/22693 1 - ( l  ♦ x£ J 1
iU------ -------------
ap
Equation I I 1-21 gives the time required fo r  a drop having reached a tem­
perature o f 32°F to freeze. The la ten t heats o f vaporization and fusion, 
xv , and and the density, p, the vapor pressure, p, and the temperature, 
T, a ll have fixed valves in th is  equation. I t  is  seen therefore the 
freezing time is  d ire c tly  proportional to the diameter o f the drop when 
i t  ju s t reaches 32°F and inversely proportional to the evaporation 
coe ffic ien t. The change in mass during the freezing process can be com­
puted using the time found from equation I 11-21 in equation I I 1-14.
Now the cooling problem must be considered. As discussed e a rlie r 
in th is  chapter equatiion I I I -9 cannot be solved d ire c tly  fo r the cooling 
process because in th is  case the temperature is an unknown function of 
time. A dd itiona lly  the vapor pressure and density are functions of 
temperature. The solution to th is  equation was approached by considering 
a small increment o f time At. I t  was assumed tha t in " th is  small time 
in te rva l only a small amount o f mass, and hence o f heat, was transported 
away from the drop. Since only a small amount o f heat was transported 
away from the drop, the temperature change should be small also. A small 
change in  temperature would cause only a small change in the vapor pres­
sure and density. Therefore as an approximation the temperature, vapor 
pressure, and density in equation I I I - 9  were assumed to remain constant 
during a short time in te rva l. The equation was then integrated as 
before but was o f course now approximately true only fo r  very short time
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in te rva ls . The actual computations were carried out by assuming a 
very small, fixed change in the mass and computing the corresponding 
time from equation 111-14. The change in temperature during th is  short 
time in te rva l due to a small loss o f mass can be obtained from a heat 
balance on the drop. The sensible heat o f the drop can be expressed 
by
Q = cMT..................... .................................................................... I I 1-22
The evaporating mass AM causes a loss o f heat
q = xvA M ..................................................................................................... 111-23
Letting the primes denote values a fte r the transport o f a quantity o f
heat from the drop i t  is  seen that
Q* = Q -  q .................................................................................................I I 1-24
also
M' = M - AM...................................................................................I l l  - 25
therefore substitu ting  equations I I 1-22 and I I 1-23 in to  I I I -24
cM'T' = cMT - AVAM .  ............................................................... I l l -26
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substitu ting  equation I I 1-25 fo r  M' and solving I I 1-26 fo r  T‘ i t  is 
found
cMT - Xv AM 
T' = T ’  c (M - aMJ
, _ T v .................................................111-27
Equation I I 1-27 gives the temperature o f a drop a fte r undergoing a mass 
loss o f AM in terms o f the o rig ina l mass and temperature, the heat of 
vaporization, the spec ific  heat, and the mass loss. S tarting with a 
drop o f known diameter and hence known mass, and a temperature above 
freezing, a small mass increment is  chosen. Using th is  mass increment 
equation 111-14 is  solved fo r the time required fo r  th is  mass to be 
transported from the drop. This mass increment is  also used to compute 
the new temperature o f the drop from equation I I 1-27. This process 
is repeated u n til the temperature o f the drop reaches 32°F at which time 
equation I I 1-21 applies. The en tire  scheme was programmed and solved 
on a computer fo r a number of combinations o f in i t ia l  temperature and 
drop diameters and fo r  several values o f the evaporation coe ffic ien t.
The results obtained from th is  in f in ite  thermal conductivity 
model are presented in  the following tables and graphs. Cooling and 
freezing times which were computed as above are presented in Table I I I -1. 
These values are fo r a drop with an in i t ia l  diameter o f one thousand 
microns. As seen from th is  table the assumption of an in f in ite  thermal 
conductivity o f the drops results in a freezing time approximately ten 
times the freezing time which is  computed when a f in i te  thermal con­
d u c tiv ity  is assumed. The opposite condition is  seen to ex is t with 
respect to  cooling times. Therefore the assumption o f an in f in ite  
thermal conductivity gives an upper l im it  on cooling times and a lower
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TABLE I I I - l
Computed Cooling And Freezing Times For Spherical 
Water Drops In A Vacuum
In i t ia l  Drop Diameter = 1,000 Microns 
Accommodation C oeffic ient = 1.0
In i t ia l
Temperature Cooling Time Freezing Time Total Time
°C Milliseconds Milliseconds Milliseconds
In f in ite  Thermal Conductivity Assumption
50 6.1 29.0 35.1
40 5.8 29.2 35.0
30 5.5 29.3 34.8
20 4.5 29.5 34.0
10 3.0 29.7 32.7
5 1.7 29.8 31.5
F in ite  Thermal Conductivity Assumption From Reference 5
25 0.5 32.7 327.5
TABLE 111-2
Total Freezing Times In Milliseconds For Various 
Drop Diameters And Accommodation Coefficients
In i t ia l  Drop Temperature = 30°C
In i t ia l  Drop Accommpdation C oeffic ient
Diameter, Microns 1.0 0.50 0.10
2,000 69.6 139.2 69.6
1,500 52.2 104.4 52.2
1,000 34.8 69.6 34.8
500 17.4 34.8 17.4
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l im it  on freezing times while the assumption o f a f in i te  thermal con­
d u c tiv ity  gives a lower l im it  on cooling times and an upper l im it  on 
freezing times. Under the assumption o f a f in i te  thermal conductiv ity, 
the drop w il l  have a temperature gradient w ith in i t ,  the center o f the 
drop being the warmest part and the surface the coolest. As discussed 
previously a th in  spherical shell o f water w i l l  freeze at the surface 
and freezing w i l l  progress toward the center o f the drop. The cooling 
time is  then only the time required fo r th is  outer layer o f water to 
cool to the freezing temperature and i t  is  short compared to the to ta l 
time. As seen from Table I I 1-3 only a fra c tion  o f a percent o f the 
to ta l mass must be evaporated to cool th is  surface layer to the freezing 
temperature. When an in f in ite  thermal conductivity is assumed, no 
temperature gradient exists in  the drop and su ffic ie n t mass must be 
evaporated to cool the en tire  mass o f the drop to the freezing temperature 
which requires more time than required in  the previous case. Table I I I - l  
shows ten times longer is  required to cool the drop in th is  case and 
Table I I 1-3 shows that twenty times more mass must be evaporated to 
transport th is  heat away. The time required to completely freeze the 
mass o f water comprising the water drop is  longer in the case of the 
f in i te  thermal conductivity assumption because the in te r io r  o f the drop 
has cooled only s lig h t ly  when the surface temperature has reached 
freezing. Therefore a frac tion  o f the evaporating mass must cool the 
in te r io r  portion o f the drop and the res t remove the heat o f fusion 
from the outer layers o f water. This requires additional time and 
additional mass to be evaporated during the freezing process and is re­
flected in Tables I I I - l  and I I I -3. The to ta l percent o f mass evaporated 
in e ith e r case is  seen to be approximately the same. This would be 
expected as about the same amount o f sensible heat must be removed in
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TABLE 111-3 
Computed
Drop Diameter And Mass Changes During 
Evaporative Cooling And Freezing Process 
Of A Spherical Water Drop
In i t ia l  Diameter = 1,000 Microns 
Accommodation C oeffic ient =1 .0
,
Drop Final Mass Final Percent of Percent of •
In i t ia l Diameter Drop at 0°C Mass Mass Lost Mass Lost Total Percent
Temperature at 0° C Diameter Grams
X10"*
Grams During During Change in
°C Microns Microns X10"4 Cooling Freezing Drop Mass
In f in ite  Thermal Conductivity Assumption
1
50 970 930
I 1
4.78 4.22 8.6 10.7 19.3
40 976 936 4.87 4.30 6.9 10.9 17.8
30 982 942 4.96 4.38 5.2 11.1 16.3
20 988 948 5.05 4.46 3.4 11.3 14.7
10 994 953 5.14 4.54 1.7 11.5 13.2
5 997 956 5.19 4.57 .8 11.8 12.6
F in ite  Thermal Conductivity Assumption from Reference 5
25 -  - 931
!
-  - 0.2 17.1 17.3
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e ithe r case. Also in both cases the freezing process is the rate 
con tro lling  process, taking generally eighty to ninety percent of the 
to ta l time in the case of the in f in ite  thermal conductivity assumption 
and almost a hundred percent o f the to ta l time in  the case of the f in i te  
thermal conductivity assumption. Table I I 1-2 illu s tra te s  the linear 
dependence o f to ta l freezing time upon the in i t ia l  drop diameter and 
the accommodation coe ffic ien t in the in f in ite  thermal conductivity case. 
Since the freezing process is  the rate con tro lling  process, Equation 
I I 1-21 suggests that such a line a r re lationship would be found. The 
re la tionship between the freezing time and the in i t ia l  drop diameter 
in the case o f the f in i te  thermal conductivity model was not linear 
but rather the freezing time was proportional to the 1.565 power of 
the in i t ia l  drop diameter. Freezing and cooling times were computed 
only fo r a value of unity fo r the accommodation coe ffic ien t. Figure 
I I I - l  presents the re la tionship between to ta l times required to cool 
and freeze a spherical drop o f water and its  in i t ia l  temperature.
Figure I I I -2 is  s im ila r to I I I - l  but the time to cool a drop of water 
from some in i t ia l  temperature to the freezing temperature is shown as a 
function o f the in i t ia l  temperature o f the drop. In each case the 
in i t ia l  drop diameter is  as shown in the figu re , the accommodation 
coe ffic ien t is  un ity , and the assumption o f in f in ite  thermal conductivity 
is  used. Figure I I 1-3 shows the temperature as a function of time in a 
cooling drop. Again the accommodation coe ffic ien t is  one and the in f in ite  
thermal conductivity assumption is used.
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CHAPTER IV 
Experimental Apparatus
This investigation was conducted in  a Murphy and M ille r vacuum cham­
ber a t the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Mississippi 
Test F a c ility . An overall view o f the apparatus is  shown in Figure IV-1. 
This apparatus consisted o f a cy lin d rica l te s t chamber forty-seven inches 
in diameter by s ix ty  inches long. The chamber was evacuated by a Stokes
mechanical pump, a Roots high volume blower, and an o il d iffus ion  pump.
-5The system was capable o f producing a minimum pressure o f 2.5 X 10 to r r .  
A dd itiona lly  the chamber had a twenty-four inch diameter flanged hole in 
one side on which a plate could be bolted to provide a mounting fo r feed­
throughs. The chamber pressure was measured by a Hastings thermocouple 
gage and an Alphatron ion ization gage. The Alphatron gage was disconnected 
during th is  investigation and the chamber was instrumented with a Logatorr 
u n it consisting o f a thermocouple gage and a hot cathode ion iza tion gage 
with the appropriate readout fa c i l i t ie s .
Several modifications were made to  the vacuum system fo r th is  in ­
vestigation and are discussed below. A cryogenic l in e r  was ins ta lle d  in 
the tes t chamber. This lin e r  was c y lin d r ic a lly  shaped ( th ir ty -e ig h t 
inches in diameter by f i f t y - s ix  inches long) and made of one quarter s ta in ­
less steel p late. The end o f the lin e r  toward the rear o f the chamber was 
closed by a quarter inch stainless steel plate welded across the end of 
the lin e r . The plate had a two foo t square hole cut in the center with 
chevron shaped louvers mounted w ith in  the hole. The other end, toward the 
fro n t o f the chamber, had a demountable end plate which was not mounted 
during th is  investigation. Holes were cut in the side o f the l in e r  to 
correspond to the ports in the side of the chamber. An end view o f the
36
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lin e r  w ithout the end plate mounted is  shown in Figure IV-2. The lin e r  
was wrapped with twenty-six turns o f copper tubing clamped to the lin e r  
with over two hundred U-bolts. During the various tests liq u id  nitrogen 
was circu la ted through the tubing and in to  a cold trap ahead o f the d i f ­
fusion pump in the vacuum system and then vented in to  the atmosphere. The 
copper tubing was also piped in to  the ninety pound compressed a ir  system 
and in to  a high temperature (175°F) water system. This hot water supply 
was to heat the lin e r  to aid in evaporating the water from the lin e r  a fte r 
testing was completed, but i t  was found more convenient to use an elec­
t r ic a l space heater placed w ith in  the lin e r  fo r th is  purpose. The hot 
water was used to heat the nozzles during the tests. The temperature of 
the l in e r  was sensed by two copper-constantan thermocouples, one inside the 
l in e r  and one outside. The lin e r 's  in te r io r  was painted f la t  black with 
Nextel Velvet Coating 101-CIO black paint.
The glass port on the door o f the chamber was removed and replaced 
by a f lu id  in jec tion  system. This system consisted of a tank to hold the 
f lu id  being injected in to  the vacuum system, a sight glass arrangement in 
the side o f the tank which indicated the liq u id  level in the tank, a 
valved f i l l - d r a in  lin e , a valved pressurization lin e , a plunger fo r s ta r t­
ing and stopping the in jec tio n  o f the f lu id ,  a threaded hole fo r mounting 
the nozzle, a hot water lin e  fo r  heating the nozzle, and a small port and 
m irror fo r  close viewing o f the nozzle surface. A view of the outside 
portion o f the in jec tion  system is given by Figure IV-3. The in te r io r
features are shown in Figure IV-4. The tank cavity was machined from a 
so lid  block of stainless steel approximately four inches square and f i f ­
teen inches long. The cavity is  approximately two and one h a lf inches in 
diameter and fourteen inches long and holds ju s t over a l i t e r  o f f lu id .
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A narrow s l i t  was cut down one side o f the tank and covered with a 
neoprene gasket forming a seal between the tank and the plexiglass 
plate. Evenly spaced lines were scribed down the plexiglass plate 
forming reference lines fo r volume flow rate measurements. A copper- 
constantan thermocouple was ins ta lle d  near the bottom of the tank 
to sense f lu id  temperature. Two copper thermocouple leads penetrated 
the plexiglass and were sealed with an epoxy. These features are seen 
in Figure IV-3. A one quarter inch valve was mounted in a tapped hole 
at the bottom o f the cavity fo r  f i l l i n g  and draining the tank. A 
one-quarter inch th ick stainless steel plate forms the l id  of the tank 
and was held in  place by fou r machine screws and sealed by an 0 -ring , 
making the tank vacuum t ig h t.  The tank was pressurized by a one-quarter 
inch tube which passed through the l id .
The tank was welded to a spacer which passed through a ten-inch 
diameter mounting p la te . A one-half inch diameter hole was d r il le d  
through the tank and spacer. The in te r io r  end o f th is  hole was d r il le d  
and tapped with 3/4-16 UNF screw threads fo r  mounting the d iffe re n t 
nozzles. A brass plunger with three 0-rings on the nozzle end s lid ing  
in one-half inch diameter hole served as a valve to s ta r t and stop flow 
to the nozzle. A one-quarter inch stainless steel tube encircled the 
spacer, passed through the mounting p la te , and was connected to the 
hot water system providing a means o f heating the nozzle. The spacer 
with a nozzle mounted in i t  and the stainless steel heating tube are 
seen in Figure IV-4. The wire lead to the thermocouple which is 
attached to the nozzle by a pipe clamp is  also shown in th is  figu re .
Tank pressurization, shown schematically in  Figure IV-5, was 
supplied by a cylinder of high pressure gas which fed a b a lla s t tank 
(capacity approximately five  cubic fee t) through a pressure regulator.
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The ba lla s t tank was connected to the f lu id  in je c to r tank by a rubber 
vacuum hose. The b a lla s t tank, was also connected through a valve man­
ifo ld  to a pressure tap ju s t ahead o f the mechanical vacuum pumps, a l­
lowing evacuation o f the ba lla s t tank and f lu id  in je c to r tank to a pres­
sure o f twenty-nine to  th ir ty  inches o f mercury vacuum. Thus the system 
could be pressurized to  absolute pressures from almost zero psia to about 
twenty-five psia. The capacity o f the ba lla s t tank was about ten times 
the capacity of the f lu id  in je c to r tank. Therefore the changing f lu id  
level in the in je c to r tank during in jec tion  caused l i t t l e  volume change 
o f the pressurizing gas and no measurable change in  the in je c to r pressure. 
Part o f the to ta l in jec tion  pressure was due to  the s ta t ic  head o f the 
liq u id  in the in jec tion  tank. The changing liq u id  level in  th is  tank 
effected the to ta l in jec tion  pressure s ig n if ic a n tly , especially at low 
in jec tion  pressures, due to a change in  the s ta t ic  head. The in jec tion  
pressures were corrected fo r th is  e ffe c t. The ba llas t tank pressure was 
measured by a Heise pressure gage which read from th ir ty  inches o f mercury 
to fifte e n  pounds per square inch above atmospheric pressure. The pres­
suriza tion arrangement is  shown in  Figure IV-6.
A special aluminum flange plate was used fo r  mounting four e ight-p in 
instrumentation feedthroughs, two high current feedthroughs, and feed­
throughs fo r  the liq u id  nitrogen supply and return. The glass port which 
was removed from the chamber door when the f lu id  in jec ting  device was 
ins ta lle d  was also mounted on th is  plate providing an additional side port. 
A ll seals were made using 0-rings except the seal fo r  the port which was 
made by a neoprene gasket. This plate is  shown in Figure IV-7. In th is  
figure a mechanical feedthrough can also be seen mounted on the plate. I t  
was la te r mounted on a special plate which replaced a rear po rt. The pur­
pose o f th is  mechanical feedthrough w il l  be discussed in a la te r paragraph. 
The mechanical feedthrough used a Wilson elastomer seal and required the
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use of an au x ilia ry  vacuum pump.
Specially fabricated nozzles as well as two types of commercially 
procured nozzles were tested. The o r if ic e  sizes o f the d iffe re n t 
kinds of nozzles are given in Table IV -1
The specia lly fabricated nozzles were machined from brass bar 
stock. Each nozzle was about one and one-half inches long and an inch 
in diameter. One end was turned down and threaded w ith 3/4-16 UNF screw 
threads. A one-half inch diameter hole was d r ille d  from the threaded
Table IV -1
Specially 
Fabri cated
Larger Series 
Comnercial
Small Series 
Commercial
0.020 inches 
0.031 inches 
0.039 inches
0.0135 inches 
0.020 inches 
0.031 inches 
0.040 inches
0.026 inches 
0.033 inches 
0.047 inches
end o f the nozzle to w ith in  a frac tion  o f an inch of the other end.
A wire gage d r i l l  o f the appropriate size (0.020 inches; 0.031 inches; 
0.039 inches) was then used to d r i l l  in to  the one-half inch diameter 
hole from the other side. The nozzle was then faced on a lathe to 
produce a sharp-edged o r if ic e . A photograph o f one o f these nozzles 
is  shown in  Figure IV-8. The nozzle temperature was sensed by a 
copper-constantan thermocouple attached to the nozzle surface by a 
pipe clamp. The seal between the nozzle and the body o f the f lu id  in ­
je c to r was made by an 0-ring gasket.
Seven nozzles o f d iffe re n t o r if ic e  sizes were brought from 
Spraying Systems, Incorporated. The nozzles were made o f stainless 
steel and came in two series. The larger series nozzles were in the 
form o f a seven-eighths inch b o lt head on a 5/8-18 UNF threaded shank
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three-eights o f an inch long. A one-quarter inch hole was d r ille d  
through the shank, providing a flow passage. This hole was tapered 
on both o r if ic e  and feed ends. A photograph o f a large series nozzle 
is shown in Figure IV-9. The smaller series nozzles were in the 
form of a one-half inch b o lt head, but taper out toward the o r if ic e  as 
seen in Figure IV-10 which shows two smaller series nozzles. The 
shank was five-sixteenths inches long with a 7/16-20 UNF thread. This 
series also had a feed passage d r il le d  through the shank to the o r if ic e . 
Unlike the larger series, the diameter o f the feed hole varied with 
o r if ic e  diameter, ranging from one-eighth o f an inch fo r the smallest 
o r if ic e  to a quarter inch fo r the largest. The o r if ice s  were not 
sharp edged in e ithe r series. Figures IV-11 through IV-20 show the 
d iffe re n t o r if ice s  enlarged approximately f ifte e n  diameters. As the 
screw threads on the nozzles did not match those in the in jec tion  
apparatus, an adapter was used. These adapters were machined from 
one inch brass bar stock and were approximately one and one-quarter 
inches long. One end was threaded with 3/4-16 UNF threads and the 
other d r il le d  and tapped to receive the threaded nozzles. A one-half 
inch diameter flow passage was d r il le d  from the threaded end to con­
nect with the tapped hole at the other. Seals were made by 0-ring 
gaskets. A small series nozzle mounted in an adapter is  shown in 
Figure IV-21. When the commercial nozzles and adapter were used, the 
thermocouple sensing nozzle temperature was actually attached to the 
surface o f the adapter near the nozzle end.
The sprays produced by the various nozzles were photographed 
using both s t i l l  and high speed motion picture equipment. The s t i l l  
photographs were made through the side ports o f the chamber using a
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Figure IV-9 Large Series Nozzle
Figure IV-10 Small Series Nozzle
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Figure IV-11 Orifice of the 0.040 
Inch Diameter Commercial Nozzle
Figure IV-12 Orifice of the 0.031 
Inch Diameter Commercial Nozzle
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Figure IV-13 Orifice of the 0.020 
Inch Diameter Commercial Nozzle
Figure IV-14 Orifice of the 0.0135 
Inch Diameter Commercial Nozzle
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Figure IV-15 Orifice 
of the 0.039 Inch Diameter 
Specially Fabricated Nozzle
Figure IV-16 Orifice 
of the 0.031 Inch Diameter 
Specially Fabricated Nozzle
Figure IV-17 Orifice 
of the 0.020 Inch Diameter 
Specially Fabricated Nozzle
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Figure IV-18 Orifice Figure IV-19 Orifice
of the 0.047 Inch of the 0.033 Inch
Diameter Commercial Nozzle Diameter Commercial Nozz
Figure IV-20 Orifice 
of the 0.026 Inch 
Diameter Commercial Nozzle
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Figure IV-21 Small Series 
Nozzle Mounted in an Adapter
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4 x 5-inch view camera with a 135 mm focal length lens on Royal Pan 
film . Exposure times used were 1/60 and 25 seconds. Two flood ligh ts 
were placed inside the cryogenic l in e r  d ire c tly  above the spray. One 
of these flo o d ligh ts  appears in an end view photograph of the test 
chamber which is  shown as Figure IV-2. A variable transformer on 
the flo o d lig h t power cord controlled the l ig h t in te n s ity . The spray 
was photographed against a background made of a one-eighth inch alu­
minum plate painted fla t-b la c k  and marked with various grid lines.
The high speed motion pictures were made with a model WF-148 
Wallensak Fastex "S" high speed camera. Some prelim inary work was 
done with d iffe re n t f ilm  speeds, lens focal length, and ligh ting  
arrangements. Both color and black and white f ilm  was used. A ll 
the p a rtic le  ve loc ity  measurements fo r  the commercial nozzles were 
made from black and white film  developed as a negative so that the 
partic les appeared as black dots on a white background rather than as 
white dots on a black background. This made tracing partic les some­
what easier. The drop ve locity  measurements were made from movie 
film  which was taken at a rate o f ju s t under five  thousand frames per 
second. A special timing generator and neon lig h t  system put one 
thousand timing marks per second on the edge of the film  providing a 
time reference fo r  the ve locity  measurements. The Fastex camera was 
mounted on a tripod and viewed the spray through an upper forward port 
as shown in  Figure IV-22. Velocity measurements were made from film  
exposed through a 35 mm focal length lens while a 50 mm focal length 
lens was used in drop size measurements.
Successful high speed motion picture photographs o f sprays in 
a vacuum depends greatly on obtaining proper lig h tin g . Experience
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gained in th is  investigation suggests a modified backlighted spray 
photographs best. A schematic diagram o f the lig h tin g  arrangement 
used in  the footage from which the ve loc ity  measurements were made 
is shown as Figure IV-23. The fla t-b la ck  background was not used in 
the high speed movie work so more f le x ib i l i t y  o f the lig h tin g  ar­
rangement could be obtained.
Some additional movie footage was taken with a M itchell camera 
a t twenty-four to fiv e  hundred frames per second but no measurements 
were made from th is  f ilm . The movie film  was analyzed with a Kodak 
Analyst Projector which permitted projection rates from a single frame
fo r an in d e fin ite  time to  twenty-four frames per second. This pro­
je c to r also had a cutaway gate which allowed the tim ing marks a t the
film 's  edge to  be projected.
To obtain the freezing times o f the drops comprising the sprays, 
the apparatus was modified such tha t the distance from the nozzle at 
which the drops froze could be determined. Knowing the ve loc ities  of 
the spray pa rtic les  from previous work, the freezing times could then 
be computed. Because o f the high p a rtic le  ve loc ities  and the re l­
a tive ly  long expected freezing times the length o f the tes t chamber 
seemed short. Therefore the f lu id  in je c tio n  system was mounted on 
an extension which moved i t  approximately two feet from the chamber, 
giving a distance o f approximately s ix  fee t from the nozzle to the 
back of the te s t chamber. An overall view of the experimental appa­
ratus with the extension in place is  shown in Figure IV-24, while 
Figure IV-25 shows a close-up view o f the extension and f lu id  in je c to r 
system. The extension consisted o f a two-foot length o f ten-inch 
diameter schedual fo r ty  wrought steel pipe with a flange at one end
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FIGURE IV-23 Schematic Diagram o f the L igh ting  Arrangement 
fo r  the High Speed Movies
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fo r  mounting the extension to the chamber door and a flange at the 
other end fo r mounting the f lu id  in je c to r system. Seals a t both ends 
were made with neoprene gaskets.
The state o f the spray, that is  whether the drops were ice or 
liq u id  water, was obtained by impinging the spray on a metal plate 
and observing the extent or absence o f ice formation on the plate. The 
plate which was used wa? made o f one-eighth inch aluminum stock and 
was approximately seven and one-half inches wide by eighteen and a 
h a lf inches long. The plate was mounted on a two by two inch aluminum 
angle bar which was mounted on two Teflon s lide rs  which s lid  along 
two one-half inch aluminum bars. These bars were in turn supported 
by two frames mounted to the bars a t e ithe r end. This device is shown 
in Figure IV-26. The en tire  plate assembly was moved back and fo rth  
on the bars by a system of ropes and pulleys and a drum which is  seen 
mounted to the rear frame in Figure IV-26. The en tire  device was 
set inside the cryogenic lin e r  and the drum connected to the rotary 
mechanical fedthrough by means of a f le x ib le  shaft. Thus the plate 
could be positioned at any point from approximately two feet to s ix  
fee t from the nozzle during a tes t w ith the tes t chamber under a vacuum 
and a spray flow ing. The back o f the plate was painted fla t-b lack  and 
instrumented with two copper-constantan thermocouples. A one thousand 
watt quartz-iodine photoflood lamp was mounted d ire c tly  on the plate 
and powered through an autotransformer. This provided a means o f 
con tro lling  the plate temperature and quickly removing accumulated 
ice.
The temperatures o f the nozzle, cryogenic l in e r ,  and f lu id  ju s t 
p r io r to in jec tio n  were sensed with copper-constantan thermocouples.
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The output o f the thermocouples was recorded on a group o f m i l l iv o l t  
s tr ip cha rt records.
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CHAPTER V
Experimental Procedures and Results
During th is  investigation the sprays produced by water je tt in g  
in to  a vacuum were observed and analyzed experimentally. The volume 
flow rates, included cone angles, and ind ividual p a rtic le  ve locities 
and evaporative freezing times were measured as functions of in jec ­
tion pressures, nozzle o r if ic e  sizes and geometries, and whether or 
not the water had dissolved gases in i t .
D is tille d  water was used throughout the investigation. This water 
was outgassed by bo iling  the water in  a flask fo r approximately one 
hour and then sealing the flask from the atmosphere. As the water 
was cooled to room temperature a vacuum was created in  the flask 
above the water. The water and flask  were kept under a vacuum p rio r 
to the transfe r o f the outgassed water to  the in jec tio n  system tank 
thereby insuring a good seal by a rubber stopper in  the mouth of the 
flask . This stopper contained two valved lines which were used to 
pressurize the flask  and remove water from the flask . Figure V-I 
shows the flask setting  on the e le c tr ic  heater which was used to bo il 
the water. Care was used when transfe rring  outgassed water from the 
flask to the in jec tio n  system tank. F irs t,  the ba lla s t and in jec tion  
system tanks were evacuated to a pressure of twenty-eight inches of 
mercury vacuum or less. Helium, which is  very nearly insoluable in 
water, was used to flush a ll lines and s lig h t ly  pressurize the flask 
which was under vacuum. The water was then drawn in to  the evacuated 
in jec tion  system tank. Helium was then used to pressurize the ba llas t
65
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Figure V-l Apparatus Used to 
Outgas Water
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tank in jec tion  system to  the desired pressure. In subsequent tests 
carbon dioxide, which is  approximately one hundred times more soluble 
in water than Helium, was dissolved in the outgassed water to in ve s ti­
gate the e ffects o f dissolved gas on the cone angles and p a rtic le  
ve loc itie s . The procedure used fo r preparing water fo r  these tests 
was very s im ila r to  the one used w ith outgassed water. The water was 
boiled fo r about an hour and cooled to  room temperature. Before trans­
fe rring  the water from the flask to the evacuated in jec tio n  system 
tank, carbon dioxide was bubbled through the water to  pressurize the 
flask . The lines were flushed with carbon dioxide and the water drawn 
in to  the in jec tio n  system as before. During a te s t, the in jec tion  
pressure was increased progressively between runs by again bubbling 
carbon dioxide through the water in to  the ba lla s t tank. By Henry's 
law, the mole frac tion  of gas dissolved in the water was d ire c tly  
proportional to the in jec tion  pressure.
The f i r s t  part of th is  program consisted of a series o f tests to 
measure the volume flow rate o f water through the various nozzles which 
were described in  Chapter IV. In these tests both water with carbon 
dioxide dissolved in i t  and outgassed water was used with no detectable 
difference in the volume flow rates. The in jec tio n  system tank was 
evacuated and f i l le d  with water as described above. The ba lla s t and 
in jec tion  system tank had a Plexiglass cover on which lines were 
scribed. The system was calibrated by f i l l i n g  the tank with a burette 
and noting the volume o f water required to f i l l  the tank to a given 
lin e . Flow was started and the time required fo r the water level to 
drop one or more lines was measured with a stop watch and recorded.
Thus i t  was possible to  compute the volume flow ra te . The water used
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in the tests was at room temperature p r io r to the in jec tion  and gen­
e ra lly  th is  was seventy-five to  eighty degrees Fahrenheit. The in ­
jec tion  pressure was read from the pressure gage on the ba llas t tank 
and th is  reading was corrected fo r  current atmospheric pressure and 
water head changes in  the in jec tion  system tank during in jec tio n . The 
results of the volume flow rate tests are shown in Figure V-2 and 
'able V - l. As can be seen from Figure V-2 the volume flow rate and 
in jec tio n  pressure are related by the follow ing equation
The average ve loc ity  and Reynolds number presented in Table V-l are 
related to the volume flow ra te . The volume flow rate is  the area o f 
the nozzle times the average ve loc ity .
The Reynolds number is defined as
Basing the Reynolds number on the o r if ic e  diameter as the character­
is t ic  length and using the average ve loc ity :
V-l
a is  a d iffe re n t constant fo r 
each nozzle
U = S J  o V-2
or
o
V-3
V-4
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FIGURE V-2 Volume Flow Rate vs. 
In je c tio n  Pressure
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TABLE V-l
Flow Properties Of Water Venting Into A Vacuum 
Through Various O rifices
In jection
Pressure
psia
Volume Flow
Rate 3 cm
~5"
Average
Velocity
ciri
S
P artic le
Velocities
cm
S
Reynolds
Number
0.0135i in Dia Nozzle
5.3 0.705 765 2990
10.1 -1.06 1150 4490
14.9 1.12 1210 Not 4750
19.8 1.21 1310 Measured 5130
24.7 1.36 1470 5770
0.020 in Dia Nozzle
5.4 1.69 837 864 4910
10.1 2.46 1220 1260 7130
15.1 2.98 1480 1500 8650
19.7 3.49 1730 1710 10150
24.6 3.87 1920 1950 11250
0.026 in Dia Nozzle
5.4 2.73 799 890 6120
10.2 3.88 1140 1245 8900
15.2 4.53 1320 1510 10300
19.8 5.25 1540 1710 11800
24.7 5.90 1730 2000 13200
0.031 in Dia Nozzle
5.4 3.21 689 860 5890
9.8 4.40 905 1250 8060
14.9 5.63 1160 1485 10200
19.7 6.28 1290 1740 11500
24.4 6.61 1360 1980 12100
0.033 in  Dia Nozzle
5.4 4.36 790 7360
10.1 6.12 1110 10300
15.0 6.78 1230 Not 11400
19.1 8.50 1540 Measured 14300
24.5 10.4 1880 17600
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TABLE V -l CONT'D
Flow Properties Of Water Venting Into A Vacuum 
Through Various O rifices
In jection
Pressure
psia
Volume Flow
Rate 3 cm
S
Average
Velocity
cm
S
P artic le
Velocities
cm
S
Reynolds
Number
0.040 in Dia Nozzle
5.5 6.42 794 955 9310
10.1 8.41 1040 1270 12200
14.9 10.2 1250 1550 14800
19.6 11.6 1430 1810 16800
24.7 14.0 1730 2110 20400
0.046 in Dia Nozzle
5.3 6.25 570 7920
10.1 9.00 822 11400
15.0 11.6 1060 Not 14700
19.7 13.0 1190 Measured 16450
24.6 14.5 1320 18300
Specially Fabricated Nozzles
0.020 in Dia Nozzle
2.1 0.68 333 1985
5.0 1.11 545 3240
10.5 1.58 780 Not 4610
15.0 2.09 1030 Measured 6100
26.0 2.50 1230 7300
0.031 in Dia Nozzle
2.8 1.78 366 3500
7.4 3.05 627 6000
15.0 4.21 866 Not 8300
19.6 5.10 1050 Measured 10000
24.6 5.50 1130 10850
0.039 in Dia Nozzle
2.3 2.77 360 44150
5.1 4.14 530 6200
10.7 5.73 735 Not 8600
16.0 7.55 969 Measured 11300
19.6 9.20 1180 13800
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Expressing the area in terms of the diameter in equation V-3
77 _ 4fiU ................................................................ V-5
-  nyD0
and combining equations V-4 and V-5 i t  is  seen
m = 4PU, y_g
Re nyDQ ........................................................ v 0
The average ve loc ity  and Reynolds number as computed from the volume 
flow rate data are given in Table V -l. Combining equations V-l and V-3 
gives:
V = f -  p1 / 2 ................................................. V-7
bo
and equations V-l and V-6 give
N = d^ 2 V-8™Re nyDQ p .............................................  v 0
Thus fo r  a given nozzle and a constant property f lu id  the average ve­
lo c ity  and Reynolds number vary with the square root o f the absolute 
in jec tio n  pressure.
In addition to the flow rate measurements two s t i l l  photographs 
o f the spray were taken at each in jec tion  pressure fo r every nozzle 
tested. One photograph was a time exposure o f twenty-five seconds and 
the other was taken at a shutter speed o f one-sixtie th o f a second. 
Eleven o f these photographs are presented in  Appendix I .  Five show 
normal je t  behavior; three were taken a t low in jec tion  pressures; and 
two more i l lu s tra te  high in jec tio n  pressure je ts . The other s ix  rep­
resent various types o f anomalous behavior. A discussion o f the
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photographs is  included in Appendix I .
The included cone angles o f the sprays were measured from the 
s t i l l  photographs. The en tire  spray cone was photographed as i t  was 
impossible to  obtain only the center section of the spray. Hence the 
photographs o f the sprays were dense near the center and became pro­
gressively less dense away from the center axis o f the je t  making i t  
impossible to establish the boundary o f the je t  with certa in ty . The 
in tens ity  o f the photographic image of the spray depended on the size 
and concentration of the drops comprising the spray as well as the 
film  speed, exposure time (shutter speed), and aperture used. I t  is 
quite l ik e ly  therefore that small and widely separated drops at the 
periphery o f the spray did not reg is te r on the film  and the to ta l in ­
cluded angles o f the sprays were somewhat larger than those measured.
The cone angles ranged from somewhat over fo r ty  degrees fo r  the smaller 
diameter nozzles at low in jec tion  pressures to only one or two degrees 
fo r  the larger diameter nozzles at the higher in jec tion  pressures. The 
presence o f dissolved carbon dioxide in the water was not observed to 
change the cone angles of the sprays. Due to the crudeness o f the 
measurement and the v a r ia b il ity  o f the data, small differences in the 
cone angles would have been undetectable.
High speed movies of the sprays were taken to establish the in d i­
vidual p a rtic le  ve lo c itie s . Some prelim inary work was done with the 
specia lly fabricated nozzles, but most o f the data was obtained using 
commercial nozzles with o r if ic e  diameters of 0.020, 0.026, 0.031, and 
0.040 inches. Each nozzle was tested at five  in jec tion  pressures ( f iv e , 
ten, f i f te e n , twenty, and twenty-five pounds per square inch absolute) 
in  two cases: using outgassed water; and using water with carbon
dioxide dissolved in  i t .  The outgassing and pressurization procedures
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were the same as used in the volume flow rate tests. A to ta l o f fo rty  
high speed movie runs were made exposing two hundred feet o f f i lm  per 
run at approximately forty-seven hundred frames per second. By proper 
choice o f camera location and lens focal length, i t  was possible to 
photograph the spray so tha t ind iv idual pa rtic les could be tracked fo r 
approximately f i f t y  frames. This corresponded to an actual distance o f 
about s ix  inches. A time base was provided by tim ing marks put on the
edge o f the film  at one thousand marks per second. A c irc le  o f known
diameter (one inch) was included in the high speed camera's f ie ld  of 
view to provide a length scale. Th irty  to f i f t y  partic les were tracked 
fo r each run. The ve loc ity  fo r  each p a rtic le  was computed and an a r ith ­
metic mean ve loc ity  was calculated fo r each run. The results are pre­
sented in Figures V-3 to V-6. As seen from these figures the average 
p a rtic le  ve locity  may be related to the absolute in jec tion  pressure by 
an equation o f the form:
V = a p1 / 2 ..................................................... V-9
Consideration of these figures also indicates that the presence o f d is­
solved gas in the quantities used in  th is  work does not have a s ig n i­
fica n t e ffe c t on the p a rtic le  ve loc ities  in water sprays. Therefore one 
re la tionship  between the average pa rtic le  ve loc ity  and the absolute 
in jec tio n  pressure is  s u ff ic ie n t fo r  both the outgassed and the dissolved 
gas cases. The pa rticu la r relationships developed fo r  the spec ific  
nozzles used in th is  work are given in Table V-2. The average o f the 
actual p a rtic le  ve loc ities  are compared in Table V-l to the average 
ve lo c ity  computed using Equation V-3 and the volume flow rate data.
As seen from th is  table the actual p a rtic le  ve loc ities  are equal to or
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greater than the mass average ve loc ity . The difference in  these ve­
lo c it ie s  is probably due to the partic les acquiring k in e tic  energy in 
the breakup o f the stream or from the expanding vapor cloud. This 
energy must u ltim ate ly be supplied by the sensible heat o f the water.
TABLE V-2
Experimentally Established Relationships Between Average 
P artic le  Velocities And Absolute In jection  Pressures For 
Water Sprays In A Vacuum
Nozzle Diameter 
Inches Relationship
0.020 V = 153p1/2
0.026
CVJ 
---
Q
.
IT
)II
>
0.031 V = 152p1/2
0.040 V = 161p1/2
V = Average P artic le  Velocity, inches 
p = Absolute In jection  Pressure, psia
per second
Due to ic ing problems which w i l l  be discussed in more de ta il la te r , 
i t  was not possible to photograph only a th in  section of the spray para­
l le l  to the film  plane; rather, the en tire  spray cone had to be photo­
graphed. Hence some dispersion of the measured ve loc ities  would be ex­
pected because many pa rtic les  would not be moving exactly pa ra lle l to 
the f ilm  plane producing a foreshorting e rro r in  the length measurement. 
This is  probably due to small cone angles. Table V-3 compares results 
from th is  work to  s im ila r results obtained by the A tla n tic  Research 
Corporation group (Reference 6). The la t te r  did measure the ve loc ity  
o f pa rtic les  which were moving only pa ra lle l to  the film  plane.
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Table V-3
Comparison o f the D is tribu tion  o f 
P a rtic le  Velocites Between Current 
Work and Previous Work
Nozzle Size: 0.020 Inches Diameter
Velocities from 
th is  Investigation
Velocities Presented 
in  Reference 6
In jection Pressure: 15.2 psia In jection Pressure: 14.7 psia
Fluid: Water and Carbon Dioxide Flu id : water
P artic le  Velocity ^2 - sec
1800 1480 
1690 1470 
1630 1455 
1600 1435 
1575 1435 
1560 1430 
1560 1415 
1550 1410 
1530 1380
P artic le  Velocity £E_ 
sec
4210 1170 
3460 1117 
2320 1105 
2270 1061 
2210 1040 
2100 1018 
1335 
1237 
1203
However these ve loc ities  were obtained using s t i l l  photographic equip­
ment and a single flash strobe. The time which a pa rtic le  track regis­
tered on the f ilm  was d i f f ic u l t  to measure, and tabulated ve locity  
measurements were probably in e rro r by a factor o f two. I t  is  seen 
from Table V-3 that the range o f ve loc ities  presented by the previous in ­
vestigators is approximately eight times the range of ve loc itie s  found 
in the present investiga tion . I t  appears therefore tha t foreshorting 
errors discussed above are less than the probable range o f ve loc ities  
o f the drops comprising the sprays. The d is tr ib u tio n  o f ve loc ities
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reported in Table V-3 from th is  investigation was typ ica l o f ve loc ity  
d is tr ib u tio ns  o f a ll the runs. Since the range o f ve loc ities observed 
in th is  work is  not unduly large and the ve loc ities fa l l  w ith in the 
range o f the few observations o f previous investigators, the average 
ve loc ities  presented in Figures V-3 to v-6 are probably representative 
o f the pa rtic le  ve loc ities o f the entire spray under the various 
conditions.
When viewing the high speed movies, many partic les appear dim but 
th e ir  brightness w il l  increase sharply and then decrease as they move 
across the screen. This is  probably due to specular re flections from 
uneven p a rtic le  surfaces caused by the ro ta tion o f the drops.
I t  does not seem possible at present to d ire c tly  find  the freezing 
time o f the spray pa rtic le s ; however, the distance from the nozzle at 
which the spray becomes frozen can be determined in princ ip le  by 
observing the in teraction of the spray and the surface upon which i t  
is  impinging. I t  may be assumed tha t i f  a p a rtic le  strikes the surface 
and bounces o f f  in ta c t, that p a rtic le  is frozen. I f ,  however, the 
pa rtic le  is liq u id  i t  w il l  sp la tte r when s tr ik in g  the plate and some 
o f the liq u id  w i l l  immediately freeze on the surface thereby creating 
an ice formation on the p la te . Thus the distance from the nozzle to 
a po int at which the spray partic les ju s t begin to s tick  to and accu­
mulate on the surface rather than bounce o f f  may be taken as the freezing 
distance o f the spray. Knowing the pa rtic le  ve loc ities  from Figures V-3 
to V-6 or using the re lations in  Table V-2 the freezing times o f the 
partic les can then be computed.
The freezing time of the spray as a whole is  not a fixed time.
The spray consists o f partic les and each has an ind ividual freezing time
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because the freezing time o f a drop is  proportional to  i ts  diameter.
I t  seems reasonable to assume the spray would consist o f partic les o f 
d if f i r e n t  diameters. Therefore at or near the nozzle a ll the spray 
partic les w i l l  be liq u id . Some distance from the nozzle some o f the 
partic les w i l l  s t i l l  be liq u id  and some w i l l  be frozen or p a r t ia lly  
frozen. At s t i l l  greater distances from the nozzle, the spray w il l  
consist e n tire ly  o f frozen pa rtic les .
A series o f tests were run to measure the freezing times of the 
partic les produced by the 0.020, 0.031, and 0.040 inch diameter nozzles. 
The procedure used to  determine the freezing distance was to allow the 
spray to  impinge upon an aluminum plate which could be moved the length 
of the chamber. The plate was positioned at the rear o f the chamber, 
the spray was started and the plate was slowly brought forward un til 
an appreciable amount o f ice began to form on the p la te. This of 
course was a subjective measurement because even a t the back o f the 
chamber some ind ividual pa rtic les would s tic k  to the plate u n til 
knocked o f f  by other pa rtic les  h itt in g  the p la te. As the plate was 
brought forward a po int would be reached where the number o f partic les 
stick ing  to the plate would be large enough and the p a rtic le  to plate 
bond strong enough such that these partic les could not be knocked o f f  
and ice would begin to cover appreciable areas o f the pla te. Deter­
mining the exact po int where th is  occurred required the observer to 
exercise judgment. Further complicating th is  measurement was the 
observation tha t as the plate was slowly brought forward, i t  would be 
a s u ff ic ie n t distance from the nozzle so that no accumulation o f ice 
occurred in the few seconds the plate was at th is  distance. However, 
i f  the plate was le f t  a t th is  distance fo r a minute or so, ice formation
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would occur. A ll o f th is  suggests tha t the length o f the vacuum 
chamber was in s u ff ic ie n t and the spray s tr ik in g  the plate even at i ts  
most remote distance was not completely frozen.
A possible method to overcome a short te s t chamber is  to use low 
in jec tio n  pressures. This gives lower p a rtic le  ve loc ities  and hence 
fo r a given distance longer times. This was tr ie d  but as the partic les 
fe l l  due to g rav ity  and because o f the low forward ve lo c ity , the par­
tic le s  struck the bottom o f the chamber before reaching the back of 
the chamber. Nevertheless the three nozzles mentioned above were 
tested at various in jec tio n  pressures and freezing distances were e s t i­
mated using the procedure outlined above. The results are presented 
in Table V-4. As d iffe re n t in jec tion  pressures did produce d iffe re n t 
apparent freezing distances and the computed freezing times shown in 
Table V-4 are consistent, these values probably represent a lower l im it
o f the freezing times o f these sprays.
Table V-4
Experimentally Observed Freezing Times Of Water Sprays
In jection
Pressure
psia
0.026 in ' 
Nozzle
0.031 in 
Nozzle
0.040 in 
Nozzle
Freezing Time 
Seconds
Freezing Time 
Seconds
Freezing Time 
Seconds
5 0.11 — _ 0.13
10 0.10 0.13 0.12
15 0.11 0.12 0.12
During the early runs an attempt was made to study only a th in  
section o f water spray from the nozzle by using a sharp edge s lo t and 
ba ffle  arrangement to s p l i t  the spray. The s lo t was heated by three 
or four feet o f nichrome wire epoxied to the aluminum angle forming the
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s lo t. A copper-constantan thermocouple sensed the s lo t temperature.
Two problems arose with the use o f the s lo t.  F irs t ,  the je t  was some­
times unstable, sweeping from side to side and missing the s lo t. Often 
the je t  would se ttle  in  a stable position but would e ject at an angle 
to the plane o f the nozzle surface rather than perpendicular to i t  and 
hence miss the s lo t. Second, the s lo t would ice over in  spite o f 
heating. Due to the large evaporative cooling power o f water under
vacuum conditions s u ff ic ie n t heat could not be applied to the s lo t
assembly to prevent large ice formations. Even a one-inch wide s lo t 
would become bridged over with ice in  a matter o f seconds. Once the 
s lo t became iced over, long periods o f heating were required to remove 
the ice. During one run, an ice cone formed d ire c tly  on the head o f a 
quarter-inch stainless steel b o lt under which a thermocouple was clamped. 
Heat was applied to the s lo t and the thermocouple indicated a temperature 
o f over one hundred degrees Fahrenheit fo r almost th ir ty  minutes before 
the ice cone broke away from the s lo t.  For these reasons the s lo t was 
no longer used and the en tire  spray cone was photographed.
The observation o f the strong cooling e ffe c t o f a water spray 
s tr ik in g  a surface in  a high vacuum lead to  the measurement o f the 
temperature response o f an aluminum plate in  such a spray. Even i f  a 
surface were heated to a temperature o f one hundred degrees or so, ice 
would accumulate on tha t surface in  a few seconds a fte r being struck by 
a water spray. This suggested a rapid drop in surface temperature. A
one-eighth inch aluminum plate about seven and one-half inches wide by
twenty inches long was mounted in  the tes t chamber approximately two 
fee t from the 0.031 inch nozzle. Copper-constantan thermocouples were 
mounted on the side of the plate opposite the nozzle. This side o f the 
plate was painted fla t-b la c k  and a one thousand watt photo floodlamp
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was mounted d ire c tly  on th is  surface. The aluminum plate was preheated 
by the lamp to  a temperature o f about one hundred-thirty degrees 
Fahrenheit. The spray was started and the temperature response of 
the plate was recorded. The results are shown in  Figure V-7. As seen 
from th is  figu re , the temperature o f th is  plate dropped about one 
hundred degrees Fahrenheit in  five  seconds. This suggests that icing 
w il l  be a problem even with heated surfaces. Figure V-8 shows an ice 
cone which formed on the aluminum plate discussed above. This ice 
formation was typ ica l o f those which formed throughout the investigation 
when the spray struck a metal surface.
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FIGURE V-7 Plate Temperature vs. Time
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Index to  Photographs
Photograph
Number
Nozzle
Diameter
Inches
In jection
Pressure
Psia
Fluid
Type Shutter Aperti
1 0.020 5.3 Water & CO2 1/60 4.5
2 0.020 26.8 Water & CO^ 1/60 4.5
3 0.031 2.8 Outgassed Water 1/60 4.5
4 0.039 2.3 Outgassed Water 1/125 4.5
5 0.039 19.6 Outgassed Water 1/125 4.5
6 0.020 5.0 Outgassed Water 1/60 4.5
7 0.020 5.0 Outgassed Water 25 32
8 0.020 10.5 Outgassed Water 25 32
9 0.020 15.0 Outgassed Water 1/60 4.5
10 0.020 3.4 Outgassed Water 25 32
11 0.020 5.1 Outgassed Water 25 32
12
13
High Speed Movie Frames 
0.033 io D is tille d  Water 4500 g ^ d
0,033 io  D is tille d  Water 4500
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The f i r s t  f iv e  photographs o f th is  appendix i l lu s t r a te  the 
typ ica l appearance o f water sprays in  a vacuum environment. The sprays 
in  photographs number one, th ree, and fou r which are associated w ith 
low in je c t io n  pressures are seen to have large included cone angles 
and the sprays produced by high in je c tio n  pressures such as those shown 
in  photographs two and f iv e  diverge very l i t t l e .  In the f i r s t  two photo­
graphs, the nozzle is  ice  fre e , but considerable ice appears on the 
nozzle in  photograph three. Extruded rods o f ice  are seen on the 
nozzle in  photographs fou r and f iv e . Anomalous je t  behavior is  shown 
in  photographs s ix  through eleven. One o f the most common forms o f 
anomalous behavior was the s p l i t t in g  o f a je t  in to  two or more streams 
due probably to an ice plug ir. the nozzle. Photographs seven, ten, 
and eleven i l lu s t r a te  th is  behavior. Another common form o f anomalous 
behavior was the sweeping o f a je t  from side to  side. This can be 
seen in  photograph e ig h t which was a tw en ty-five  second time exposure.
The je t  came out o f the nozzle in  a stable manner u n t i l  i t  reached the
vena contracta po in t and then i t  began-sweeping from-side to  s ide. This 
was probably produced by a h e lic a l tw is t o f the sprays as they come 
out o f the nozzles. The spray in  photograph nine has a pronounced
tw is t. This tw is t could also be observed in  the growth pattern  o f
ice formations produced by the spray s tr ik in g  a surface. Both s p l i t t in g  
and sweeping o f the spray are seen in  photograph seven.
The la s t two photographs, twelve and th ir te e n  are enlargements 
o f frames from high speed motion p ic tu re  f i lm . Each ind iv id u a l drop 
comprising the spray can be seen. The white e llip s e s  seen in  these 
photographs were one inch diameter c irc le s  used to  provide a length 
reference. The order o f magnitude o f the diameter o f the p a rtic le s
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can be estimated from these photographs by measuring the dimensions 
of these p a rtic les . These are found to be one to three m illim eters 
in diameter. These photographs also il lu s tra te  how the p a rtic le  veloc­
it ie s  were found. These pictures were taken at a rate o f 4500 frames 
per second. Photograph th irteen  was taken ten frames or 10/4500 
seconds la te r than photograph twelve. Selecting a pa rtic le  which is 
seen on both photographs and find ing the distance i t  has moved leads 
to the ve loc ity . For example note near the center o f photograph 
twelve there are partic les close together and in a ve rtica l lin e . These 
pa rtic les  are approximately 1,25 inches from the edge of the plate on 
which the c irc les  are painted. In photograph th irteen they are 0.40 
inches from the plate. Therefore they have moved an apparent d is ­
tance o f 1.25 - 0.40 = 0.85 inches. The major diameter o f an e llip se  
is  found to be 0.85 inches; therefore, the partic les have moved an 
actual distance 0.85/0.85 or one inch in 1/450 seconds or th e ir  ve­
lo c ity  is  450 inches per second. The in jec tion  pressure was 10 psia 
and a ve loc ity  of 450 inches per second fo r  th is  in jec tion  pressure 
agrees with values reported in chapter fiv e .
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